Justa stove maintenance guide

Benefits of the Justa Stove

- Eliminate smoke from your home and lungs
- Increase the space to cook on a Just Stove
- Use less firewood
- Help preserve the environment
- Cooking food and boiling water is fast
- Great for making tortillas

Instructions

Before using it, so that it does not leak smoke or heat, you must place dry ash around the comal (griddle) to seal it.
Use dry and thin firewood.

You can use corn cobs to light and maintain the fire.

The Justa Stove does not work without the porta leña (log table). Place the wood all the way to the bottom so as not to damage the brick.

To put out the fire at night. You can place the burning logs in a bucket with ash.
You can prepare the firewood, it will burn better if it has been dried. Place it on the comal at night and the next day it will be drier.

The sacazenizas

Clean the chimney at least 3 times a year. Clean the chimney with THE SACAZENIZAS to eliminate the smoke from its walls that does not fall easily. IF YOU WANT YOUR CHIMNEY TO LAST LONGER: Do not paint with any type of material to guarantee the life of the metal.

Do not light the fire with:

- Damp wood
- Thick or very long wood
- Plastic bottles or plastic bags
Remember, smoke is bad for your health!
Cooking over an open fire can produce smoke equivalent to 400 cigarettes per hour. Exposure causes respiratory infections, eye damage, heart and lung disease, and cancer. Women and children are the most affected.

Cleaning

EL SACAZENIZAS: Your tool to clean your Justa Stove.
EVERY WEEK OF USE:

- Clean the comal underneath.
  - Remove the griddle from the stove and use THE SACENIZAS to remove the soot from underneath. Do not clean the comal with water as it can damage it. You can use a cloth and wipe it with cooking oil.
• IMPORTANT! Level the ash.
  ○ Use THE SACAZENIZAS as a sheet to remove the layer of soot that comes together and to smooth the level of ash as well as the sides.
  ○ The importance of the ash level.
    ■ If the level is too low, the comal will not heat up.
    ■ If the level is too high, the heat will not pass under the comal.

• Cleaning the bottom opening from falling soot.
  ○ Use THE SACAZENIZAS to remove the ash and from the wall behind the stove cavity.
  ○ Do not cover the opening where the smoke comes out. The iron has 2 patches, when the iron is removed see that the same patch is on the fire elbow.

• Clean the firebox.
  ○ Remove the porta leña and comal from the stove. Use THE SACAZENIZAS to remove the ash from the combustion chamber.
  ○ Use both hands to lift the comal from above.
• Clean the chimney.
  ○ Tap the chimney so that the accumulated soot and charcoal particles will fall off.
  ○ Remove the lid of the can and with THE SACAZENIZAS remove the soot that collects in the chamber.

A visit will be made by the assigned inspector one month after installation to see if all its operation is correct and if the maintenance is adequate. If there are any problems before the visit call: + 502-4972-2805

You can use any size of container.

It can be used to make tortillas.

Reminder!

• The stove is a machine for your kitchen.
• It is important to give it the correct maintenance with your tool, THE SACAZENIZAS.
• If maintenance is ideal, its life will be 5 years or more.
• This document must be kept. You receive it when you build the Just Stove. Since it will be necessary that you read and about its maintenance.

What do I need to receive a Justa Stove?
Contact us at:
Tel. +502-4972-2805

If you accept a new stove from StoveTeam International, you agree that the carbon emission reduction the stove creates is the property of StoveTeam.